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Abstract

This paper considers a North-South model of innovation in which firms
can internationally collaborate on research projects. Firms based in the
northern economy decide whether to develop innovations entirely with do-
mestic researchers or in collaboration with researchers in southern countries.
The major finding is that as the market size of the southern countries in-
creases, northern firms tend to respond by fostering North-South research
collaboration (offshoring). Innovation through global collaboration also in-
creases the wage inequality in southern countries. The relationship between
market size and wage inequality is either upward sloping or inverted U-
shaped.
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1 Introduction

Global collaborations to exploit economic opportunities at the firm and country
levels have been a prominent issue in the international trade and business litera-
ture. This paper investigates a specific mechanism of innovation through global
collaboration and its relationship to market size. In a nutshell, saving costs and
gaining synergies are now strong incentives for research firms to innovate by col-
laborating with skilled researchers in foreign countries. But firms still have the tra-
ditional alternative of using only domestic researchers. The decision of whether to
accomplish research projectslocally or globallywill depend in part on the market
size and openness of the foreign countries available for collaboration. As a for-
eign market increases in size and strength, competition for its research resources
will intensify, further accelerating the process of innovation through global col-
laboration.

My theory brings new insights into the recent widening of wage inequality
in developing countries, a key issue in the globalization debate. As shown by
the IMF (2007), over the past two decades globalization has contributed to the
increasing trends in wage and income inequality observed in most developing
countries and some developed countries.1 This fact contradicts the theoretical
prediction of standard trade models (e.g., the Heckscher-Ohlin model) that grow-
ing trade integration shifts the demand for unskilled workers from skill-rich de-
veloped regions to developing regions, thereby reducing wage inequality in the
latter. This paper reconciles fact and theory in a dynamic setting by arguing that
the usual inequality-reducing effect of globalization is accompanied by an accel-
erated process of collaborative innovation, which tends to increase the level of
inequality in developing countries.

The starting point of this model is the possibility of collaboration between
different regions. This phenomenon has become increasingly common in the
R&D market, as intensively argued in the business literature (MacCormack et
al. 2007a, b). One obvious example is the creation of a joint innovative solutions
lab (OZONE) in 2008 by Oracle in California and Wipro in Bangalore. Another
example is Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner aircraft, which was developed by an interna-
tional collaboration with more than 50 partners in over 130 locations.

1At first glance, this observation seems to be consistent with a view upheld by opponents of
globalization, that “globalization has dramatically increased inequality between and within na-
tions” (Mazur, 2000). However, as emphasized by Becker (2007), the IMF report also shows that
the poor in developing countries have become better off in that they have more to spend on goods
that they desire. Thus, increased wage inequality is not necessarily abad result of globalization.
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The economic literature has largely focused on the international disintegration
of production, along with evidence illustrating this trend (Feenstra and Hanson
1996, Campa and Goldberg 1997). Theoretical papers have addressed “issues that
arise from the choice of outsourcing versus integration and home versus foreign”
in North-South models (Antràs and Helpman 2004).2 Empirical work suggests
that “firms jointly make innovation and export-market-participation decisions”
(Costantini and Melitz 2008). Another branch of this literature links innovation
and wage inequality in a globalizing world (Verhoogen 2008).

This paper develops a simple, two-region dynamic model of innovation where
skilled researchers based in the northern (domestic) economy may collaborate on
projects with researchers in the southern (foreign) economy. The South possesses
a smaller knowledge base than the North. An international research firm chooses
the composition of its innovation program (the ratio of domestic researchers to
foreign researchers) so as to maximize the market value of the firm.

I use this framework to investigate the consequences of growing market size
and openness in the South. The major finding is that a larger labor market may
increase the wage inequality (skill premium) in southern countries, as it encour-
ages collaboration between northern and southern researchers. The long-run rela-
tionship between market size and inequality is either upward sloping or inverted
U-shaped. This result is supported in Section 4 by a discussion of the empiri-
cal evidence that globalization is accompanied by increasing wage inequality in
developing countries.

2 A Model of Innovation through Global Collabo-
ration

In this section, I will develop a model of innovation through global R&D col-
laboration. I consider a dynamic general equilibrium model à la Grossman and
Helpman (1991), with two regions: the research firm’s home country (referred
to as the North) and a set of similar foreign countries (referred to as the South).
The two regions are integrated both financially and through trade, differing es-
sentially in their capability for innovation. In each region, the representative
consumer is endowed with the following intertemporal utility function:U =R1
0
e��t lnutdt: The time argumentt will be dropped when doing so causes no

confusion. In the standard manner,u is defined as a constant elasticity of sub-

2See also Antras and Helpman (2008) and Grossman and Helpman (2002, 2005).
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stitution utility function on a continuum of differentiated consumption goods:

u =
�R n

0
x(j)

��1
� dj

� �
��1

, where� > 1. After normalizing the instantaneous

aggregate spending to1 at each date, dynamic optimization is found to require the
equality of the discount rate and interest rate:� = rt. The instantaneous aggregate
demand for goodj with pricep(j) is then given byx(j) = p(j)��=

R n
0
p(j)1��dj:

The representative consumer inelastically supplies two types of resources: un-
skilled labor used in the creation of final goods, denoted “production workers”,
and skilled labor used for innovation research, denoted “researchers”. The North
suppliesRN researchers andLN production workers; the South suppliesRS re-
searchers andLS production workers.

2.1 Global and Local Innovation

There are three possible research sectors: a global research sector, and the two
local research sectors in the North and the South. R&D firms in these sectors hire
skilled workers as researchers to create new consumption goods and sell the result-
ing innovations as exclusive licenses to manufacturing firms in the consumption
goods sector.

In the global research sector, there are potentially a number of perfectly com-
petitive R&D firms. Each global firm hires researchers from both regions, the
North and the South, in an international collaboration. To model the collaboration,
I assume that the elasticity of substitution between researchers in the two regions
is constant at� > 0. An innovation requireshN units of Northern researchers and
hS units of Southern researchers such that

1 =
h
(ANhN)

��1
� + (1� )(AShS)

��1
�

i �
��1

, (1)

where 2 (0; 1) determines the proportion of Northern researchers andAi repre-
sents the cumulative knowledge stock of regioni (i = N , S). Since the knowl-
edge stock of a region is determined by the cumulative experience of its native
researchers,AN = n andAS = nC are assumed as standard. While R&D firms
are competitive, the unit cost of a global collaborative innovation at datet, denoted
ct, is represented by

c =
�
�(wNR =A

N)1�� + (1� )�(wSR=A
S)1��

� 1
1�� , (2)

wherewiR is the wage rate of researchers in regioni.
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What of local R&D firms in the North? Allowing for = 1 in (2), the unit
cost of a northern local R&D activity, denoteddt, is

d =
wNR
AN

: (3)

To focus on the role of global collaboration, I assume that Southern local research
is highly inefficient. I set its cost todS = 'wSR=A

S;where' is sufficiently large to
ensure thatc < dS in equilibrium. That is, by construction Southern innovations
are not profitable in equilibrium, and this research sector plays no further role in
the model.

Let Vt denote the intertemporal market value of an innovation at datet.3 Each
R&D firm decides whether or not to innovate a new consumption good. Denote by
eCt andeDt the binary choice variables of global and local R&D firms with respect
to entry; if eCt = 1 (resp. eDt = 1), a global (resp. local) R&D firm invests in
innovation during that period. If the choice variable is zero, it does not. Free entry
in the R&D markets ensures that

max
eCt 2f0;1g

(Vt � ct)e
C
t = 0 and max

eDt 2f0;1g
(Vt�dt)eDt = 0: (4)

Denote bynC andnN the numbers of goods developed by North-South col-
laboration and by the North alone (n = nC +nN ). The world economy is initially
endowed withnC0 � 0 andnN0 > 0 goods. The market clearing constraints for the
research resource are given by

hN _nC + _nN=AN = RN , hS _nC = RS. (5)

Taking into account the condition for the South in (5),_nC > 0 must hold in
equilibrium, implyingeCt = 1 in (4). The equalityVt = ct therefore holds in
equilibrium.

2.2 Manufacturing and the Choice of Locus

Two international markets play a role in the model. The first is a license market
for innovations, in which the sellers and buyers are R&D firms and consumption
good manufacturers. A successful R&D (global or local) firm sells its innovation

3There are two types of innovations that differ in their production loci.A priori, each type has a
distinct value, but, as shown later, the two innovation values are combined into a single expression,
Vt, in equilibrium.
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as anexclusivelicense to a manufacturing firm at priceVt (the license fee). The
manufacturing firm then monopolistically supplies the good.

A licensed manufacturing firm freely chooses where the good is to be pro-
duced. Denote byV i the market value of a manufacturing firm whose production
locus is located in regioni.4 The location choice problem is represented by

max
i=fN;Sg

V i
t =

Z 1

t

e�(R��Rt)�i�d� , (6)

whereRt is the cumulative interest up to timet and�it represents the instantaneous
profit of regioni. The non-arbitrage condition for location choice guarantees that
each firm is indifferent to the region:V i = V for any i 2 fN;Sg: Together with
this result, (6) implies�i = � for anyi 2 fN;Sg:

The second international market is a consumption good market where the sell-
ers and buyers are licensed manufacturing firms and representative consumers.
Firms in the North can produce one unit of any consumption good by using one
unit of Northern production labor, but firms in the South must usez units of
Southern production labor.5 The manufacturing firm’s problem in regioni is then
maxfxt(j);pt(j)g �

i
t(j) = pit(j)x

i
t(j)� �(i)witxit(j), wherewit represents the wage

rate for production workers in regioni and� satisfies�(N) = 1 and�(S) = z.
Due to the constant price elasticity�, a licensed manufacturing firm in regioni
sets its monopolistic price topit =

��(i)wit
��1 and earns the profit�i = �(i)wi(pi)��

(��1)P 1�� .

This expression, together with�i = �, yields the conditionswN=wS = z and
� = 1=(�n).

2.3 Labor Markets for Production Workers

The model is closed by describing two labor markets for production workers. De-
note by�t 2 (0; 1) the fraction of manufacturing firms whose production base is
located in the South, which is endogenously determined in equilibrium as follows.
It is easy to verify that the aggregate demands for Northern and Southern produc-
tion workers are given by(1 � �) ��1

�wN
andz� ��1

�wN
respectively. The fraction� is

determined by the labor market clearing conditions in both regions:

� =
LS

zLN + LS
. (7)

4The choice of location is considered irrevocable, and made the first time a product is intro-
duced. However, the equilibrium of the model and the results of this paper do not change at all if
manufacturers are free to revise the locationat each date.

5That is, a North-South productivity gap does not exist ifz = 1.
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Equation (7) reflects the fact that an increase in the labor supplyLi reduces the
wagewi; encouraging manufacturing in regioni. The wages for production work-
ers are then determined aswN = z(��1)

�(zLN+LS)
andwS = ��1

�(zLN+LS)
:Note that factor

price equalization holds (wN = wS) if a productivity gap does not exist (z = 1).

2.4 Dynamic Equilibrium

The equilibrium dynamics of this economy are quite tractable. (See the Appendix
for a detailed analysis.) Two cases exist, one with local R&D and one without. If

GRS < �"RN ; whereG �
�
1�
1�"

� "
"�1

; global and local R&D activitiescoexist

in equilibrium.6 I call this “the coexistence case.” IfGRS � �"RN ; the cost of a
global innovation is always less than that of a local innovation:ct < dt. Therefore,
no local R&D takes place in this equilibrium (_nN = 0). I call this “the complete
specialization case.”

Before proceeding, it is useful to create a new state variablen̂C = nC

n
� 1

representing the fraction of collaborative innovations, referred to as “the rate of
North-South collaboration.” I can then show from (2), (3), and (5) thatn̂C evolves
according to an autonomous, one-dimensional differential equation:

_̂nC

n̂C
=

�
gC
�
1� (1� �)n̂C

�
�RN if GRS < �"RN

gC(1� n̂C) if GRS � �"RN
. (8)

The variablegC stands for the growth rate of global collaborative innovations,_nC

nC
;

and is given by

gC = gC(n̂Ct ) �

8<:
GRS if GRS < �"RN�


�
RN

n̂Ct

� "�1
"

+ (1� )
�
RS
� "�1

"

� "
"�1

if GRS � �"RN
:

(9)
Figure 1 depicts two phase diagrams for (8). The line (Figure 1a) represents the
coexistence case, while the curve 00 (Figure 1b) represents the complete spe-
cialization case. Each diagram has a unique and globally stable steady state:
n� = GRS�RN

GRS(1��) for the coexistence case, andn� = 1 for the complete special-
ization case.

6The caseRN � GRS , where the cost of global innovation is always higher than that of local
innovation, is excluded in the following analysis. No international collaborations occur in this
case (_nC = 0), which contradicts the market clearing condition for Southern researchers. Thus,
RN < GRS is assumed.
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3 Market Size and Global Collaboration: The Ef-
fects on Wage Inequality

The previous section proposed a dynamic model of innovation through North-
South collaboration, and showed that the dynamic equilibrium of the model is
stable. In this section, I will demonstrate that North-South research collaboration
is a source of local wage inequality in the South. I use the relative sizes of the
skilled and unskilled labor markets to link the concepts of collaboration and wage
inequality. Specifically, I will show that a growing supply of skilled labor in
the South increases wage inequality in the South by accelerating the process of
innovation through collaboration.

Consider the changes implied by an increase in the southern market for skilled
researchers,RS. As shown in Figure 1a, whenRS is initially small and satisfies
GRS < �"RN , the graph of _̂nC=n̂C shifts up from line to the dotted line
 0. The rate of North-South collaboration therefore increases, in the long run
converging to a new steady staten0: @n�

@RS
> 0: If the increase is very large so that

RS now satisfiesGRS � �"RN , the graph changes to curve 00 in Figure 1b, and
the collaboration rate converges ton� = 1: @n�

@RS
= 0. Increases in the northern

market for skilled researchers,RN ; have the opposite effect.7

The intuitive explanation is as follows. An increase in the supply of south-
ern skilled researchers relaxes resource scarcity, reduces their wage rate, and de-
creases the unit costc for an R&D collaboration. This effect encourages global
firms to engage in North-South collaboration. An increase in the supply of north-
ern skilled researchers also reduces their wage, decreasing the costs of both global
and local R&D activities. However, the effect on local innovations is greater:���� @ct@wNR

���� < ���� @dt@wNR

���� :
This inequality can easily be verified. From (2),@c

@wNR
= "c"

(wNR )
�"

(AN )1�" . Together

with the free entry conditionc = d =
wNR
AN
; this result implies @c

@wNR
= "

AN
; which is

smaller than @d
@wNR

= 1
AN
:

Increasing the skilled labor supply in the North thus discourages collaboration.
Finally, for a sufficiently large (small) endowment for the South (North) to satisfy
GRS � �"RN , the wage of Northern researchers is (relatively) too high for local
R&D to take place.

7Note that @n
�

@RN < (=)0 for GRS < (�)�"RN :
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The long-run relationships between market size and collaboration are summa-
rized in the following proposition:

Proposition 1 The long-run rate of North-South collaboration,n�; increases with
an increase in the supply of Southern researchers,RS; and decreases with an
increase in the supply of Northern researchers,RN . The rate is100% when the
supply of Southern(Northern) researchers is sufficiently large(small) to satisfy
GRS � �"RN .

Proposition 1 can be interpreted as a version of theRybczynski effectin in-
ternational economics. To understand how, interpret the innovation market of the
present model as a two-good, two-factor market. The two goods are collaborative
and local innovations, and their flows (measured by the total number of innova-
tions) are represented by_n

C

n
and _nN

n
respectively. The two factors are the supplies

of southern and northern researchers, represented byRS andRN .
Figure 2 depicts the southern and northern resource constraints for innovation

activities in steady-state equilibrium (linesS andN ). As shown in the Appendix,
these constraints can be expressed analytically as_nC

n
= GRS � _nN

n
and _nC

n
=

�"
�
RN � _nN

n

�
. The slope of lineS (equal to�1) is shallower than that of line

N (equal to��" < �1). This difference in slopes captures the fact that the
global R&D sector uses Southern researchersrelatively intensively, and ensures
the existence of a unique equilibrium at the intersection (point	).8

Figure 2 also shows the effects of increasing the endowment of either factor.
An increase in the South (RS) leads to an upward shift fromS to S 0; moving the
equilibrium from point	 to point	0: This change therefore increases the flow of
global innovation,_n

C

n
; and decreases the flow of local innovation,_nN

n
. Moreover,

if the increase inRS is sufficiently large to meetGRS � �"RN , the case will
shift to “complete specialization.” This situation corresponds to lineS 00, where the
equilibrium	00 lies on the vertical axis. The same argument goes for the North: an
increase inRN leads to a rightward shift fromN toN 0; resulting in an equilibrium
shift from	 to	000: It follows that _n

C

n
decreases and_n

N

n
increases.

Remark 1 (The Rybczynski effect) Proposition 1 is a version of the Rybczynski
theorem. Raising the Southern endowmentRS increases the output of Southern-
factor-intensive global R&D sector_nC and decreases the output of Northern-
factor-intensive local R&D sector_nN . Conversely, raising the Northern endow-
mentRN leads to an increase in_nC and a decrease in_nN .

8The existence of a steady-state equilibrium is guaranteed by the assumptionGRS > RN : If
this does not hold, lineS passes through the shaded area and cannot intersect with lineN:
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I will now turn to the wage inequality that emerges from the North-South col-

laboration. Define!(RN ; RS) �
1
�

�
(RN)

"�1
" +(1�)(RS)

"�1
"

� 1
"�1

�+

�
(RN )

"�1
" +(1�)(RS)

"�1
"

� "
"�1

: The following

theorem completely characterizes the long-run wage rates of skilled researchers
in both regions. (The proof appears in the Appendix.)

Theorem 1 In the steady state equilibrium, the wage rate for Northern researchers
is given by

wNR =

(
1

�(�+GRS)
if GRS < �"RN

(RN)�
1
"!(RN ; RS) if GRS � �"RN

(10)

and the wage rate for Southern researchers is given by

wSR =

(
GRS�RN

�RS(�+GRS)
if GRS < �"RN

(1� )(RS)�
1
"!(RN ; RS) if GRS � �"RN

: (11)

Equations (10) and (11) establish relationships between the supplies of re-
searchers and their wage rates. In the North, the standard negative relationship
between labor supply (RN ) and wage (wNR ) always holds. The South displays dif-
ferent and more interesting behavior. As shown in Figure 3, there is apositive
relationship between the skilled labor supplyRS and its wagewSR for small values
of RS (such thatGRS < �"RN ). As a result, the global shape of (11) is an
inverted ‘U’.

This nonlinear relationship between skilled labor supplyRS and the wage
wSR can be explained by considering simplified demand and supply curves in the
Southern labor market. These are depicted in Figure 4 as linesD andS respec-
tively. An increase inRS leads to a rightward shift of the supply curve toS 0,
which immediately decreases the wage rate,wSR; from E down toE 0 (this is the
usual price effect). The distinguishing feature of the model, however, is the dy-
namic effect that follows. Due to the Rybczynski effect (Remark 1), the rate of
North-South collaboration,n�; increases in the long run, stimulating the demand
for Southern researchers. This produces anendogenousupward shift of the de-
mand curve to curveD0. Consequently, although wagewSR moves fromE down
to E 0 in the short run, it rises toE� in the long run. This results in the positive
relationship between labor supplyRS and wagewSR in the long run. The neg-
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ative static effect and positive dynamic effect can be verified by calculating the
transitional trajectory forwSR implied by an increase inRS; see Figure 5.9

However, for a very large supply of southern skilled researchers such asGRS �
�"RN , the story differs. There is still a rightward shift fromS 0 toS 00, as indicated
by line (1)’ in Figure 4(b), but no dynamic effect is possible because the rate of
North-South collaboration,n�; is constant at100 percent. There is therefore no
way to produce an endogenous upward shift of the demand curve. Consequently,
the wagewSR moves fromE� down toE�� as a result of the usual price effect. This
implies the standard negative relationship betweenRS andwSR:

Proposition 2 As the population of Southern skilled researchers,RS; increases,
their wage,wSR; decreases in the short run but may increase in the long run. The
long-run relationship betweenRS andwSR is inverted U-shaped.

The purpose of this section is to clarify the relationship between the mar-

ket size vector(RS; LS)10 and the wage inequalityw
S
R

wS
: Recall that the wage for

unskilled production workers,wS = ��1
�(zLN+LS)

; is a decreasing function ofLS:
Using this fact and Proposition 2, I can prove that the following relationship holds.

Proposition 3 As the market size of the South(RS; LS) increases, the wage in-

equality in the South,w
S
R

wS
; first rises (in the coexistence case) then falls or contin-

ues to rise (in the complete specialization case). The configuration is thus either
upward sloping or inverted U-shaped.

This proposition is my core result. Its implication is that a growing labor
market in the South encourages R&D firms in the North to collaborate with the
South on innovations. This effect shifts labor demand in the South from unskilled
production workers to skilled researchers, producing a wider wage gap (skill pre-
mium) in Southern countries. One can therefore state thatNorth-South research
collaboration is a source of wage inequality in the South.

4 Globalization and Wage Inequality

In this section, I relate the results of previous sections to the globalization de-
bate. In discussing the effects of globalization, I follow the analysis of Dinopou-

9It can be formally demonstrated that the static effect is negative. The proof is available upon
request.

10In this paper, “an increase in(RS ; LS)” is defined to mean that eitherRS orLS increases, or
both.
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los and Segerstrom (2004, 2007). In the last three decades, some developing
countries such as China, India, and Mexico have undertaken trade liberalization.
In the present model, the economic integration of developing economies into the
world trading system is equivalent to an increase in the market size of the South,
(RS; LS). I therefore associate globalization with an increase in the market size
of the South.11 Finally, based on Propositions 1-3, I can make the following state-
ment.

Remark 2 (Globalization and Local Inequality) When globalization increases
the market size of the developing South, wage inequality may rise in the South.
Innovation firms respond to the increased market size by fostering North-South
research collaborations, an endogenous bias that increases wage inequality in the
South.

The positive relationship between globalization and local inequality also holds
if the extent of globalization is measured by an increase inforeign direct invest-
ment in the South.This measure is often used in the empirical literature on glob-
alization. Noting (7), an increase in(RS; LS) leads to an increase in the fraction
of Northern firms making foreign direct investment into the South. Therefore, the
relationship between foreign direct investment and wage inequality in the South
is also either upward sloping or inverted U-shaped.

Finally, I will point out some empirical evidence on globalization and inequal-
ity. I first focus on the case of Mexico, which joined the GATT in 1985 and
embarked on a broad program liberalizing trade and foreign investment. As dis-
cussed in Kremer and Maskin (2006), from mid-1985 to the end of 1987 the share
of foreign direct investment rose from1:4 percent to9:8 percent of the total an-
nual investment. Over the period 1984-1990, real white-collar wages increased
13:4 percent and blue-collar wages decreased14:0 percent (Feenstra and Hanson
1997; Hanson and Harrison 1999). In other countries, despite their limited data,
Lindert and Williamson (2001) find that liberalization tends to be followed by an
increase in inequality. In addition, recent panel studies in the literature either find
that trade liberalization is positively associated with inequality in poor countries,
or else find no strong association (Barro 2000). All this evidence supports the
theoretical prediction of the present study.

11A representative event would be China’s 1978 policy change joining it to the world trade
system, or Mexico’s 1985 decision to join the GATT.
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5 Conclusion

This paper has presented a two-region endogenous growth model that allows re-
search firms the possibility of choosing a North-South collaboration on innova-
tion. In this model, there is an inverted-U relationship between the population of
researchers in the developing region and their wage. This novel result relates the
globalization movement to increasing wage inequality in developing nations.

Clearly, this model could be extended in several ways. A number of restric-
tions were imposed in this paper to keep the initial analysis as simple as pos-
sible. First, it was assumed that Southern countries are highly inefficient when
innovating alone. Second, the model considers neither (incomplete) contracts be-
tween international research firms nor the distribution of benefits in a network of
research firms. Third, international financial capital flows were assumed to be
perfect. Relaxing any of these assumptions could alter the relationship between
global research collaboration and wage inequality, enriching the interpretation of
this model.

APPENDIX
A. Dynamics in the coexistence case

By differentiating (2) with respect to(wNR ; w
S
R); we obtain

hN =

�
c

wNR

��
n��1 and hS =

�
(1� )c

wSR

��
(nC)��1. (12)

Using (12), the free entry conditionc = d can be rewritten as

wNR
wSR

=

�
1� �

(1� )�

� 1
��1 1

n̂C
. (13)

The relation_nN = _n� _nC , (12), and (13) can be used to cancel out_nC from both

sides of (5). The resulting relation is_n
n
= RN +RS

�
(1�)�
1��

� 1
��1

n̂C � g; whereg

stands for the growth rate of total innovation. A second differential equation is be
obtained by substitutingc = wNR =n, (13), and (12) into (5), namely_n

C

nC
= GRS �

gC . These differential equations,g andgC ; are used to derive (8) and (9).
Define a new variable representing the total value of all innovations,v � nV .

The Bellman equation is obtained from (6) and� = 1=�n as _v = (�+ g) v � 1
�
:
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In the steady-state equilibrium, since_v = 0; v� = 1
�(�+g�) . It is straightforward to

show that a dynamic path forv(t) and its initial valuev(0) are uniquely determined
by the transversality condition.

B. Dynamics in the complete specialization case

It will be first shown that_nN = 0whenRS

RN
� 1

G"
: From (2), (3), (5), and (12),

c
d
= 

"
1�"

�
1 + 1�



��
AN
AS

��
RN

RS
� _nN

_nCANhS

�� 1��
"

� 1
1��

; which is decreasing in

_nN : Hence, c
d
< 1 for any _nN � 0 if and only if the c

d
evaluated at_nN = 0 is

less than 1–or equivalentlyR
N

GRS
< " AN

AS
: Thus, whenR

N

GRS
� ", c

d
< 1 for any

_nN � 0 (noting AN
AS

> 1). This argument proves_nN = 0.
The dynamics of̂nC in the complete specialization case will now be shown.

Noting _nN = 0; the relative wage of international researchers becomeswNR
wSR

=


1�
�
n̂C
� 1�"

"

�
RN

RS

�� 1
"

: This, together with (2), (12) and (5), implies that_n
C

nC
=

gC(n̂C) as in (9). Because_n
n
= n̂C _nC

nC
if _nN = 0; g = n̂CgC(n̂C), andn̂C evolves

according to the equation
_̂nC

n̂C
= gC(n̂C)(1 � n̂C) as in (8). The dynamics of

v obey the same differential equation that was derived for the coexistence case,
except thatg = n̂CgC(n̂C):

C. Proof for Theorem 1

For the coexistence case; wNR is equal tov� = 1
�(�+GRS)

due to the free

entry conditionV = d and g� = GRS: Together with (5), (9) and (12), the
free entry conditionc = d implies thatwSR = wNR n̂

C(1 � )G
1
" : Substituting

(10) into this equation yieldswSR = GRS�RN
�RS(�+GRS)

; note thatn� = GRS�RN
GRS(1��) :

For the complete specialization case, free entry ensures onlyc = V; implying

wNR = v

 
 + (1� )

��
n̂C
� 1
"

�
RN

RS

�� 1
"

�"�1! 1
"�1

; where use has been made

of (2), (5), and (12). After using (9) withn� = 1 andv� = 1
�(�+g�) ; this equation

results in (10) and (11).

D. On the configurations of the curves in Figure 3
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Fix RN ; and consider the coexistence case withRS 2 (RN
G
; R

N

"G
) � (�L; �H).

Note that by differentiating (11),@w
S
R

@RS
? 0whenRS 7 1

G

�
RN +

p
(RN)2 + �RN

�
�

�: A priori, there are three possible cases: (a)@wSR
@RS

< 0 globally holds if� � �L,

(b) @w
S
R

@RS
> 0 globally holds if� � �H , and (c)@w

S
R

@RS
7 0 forRS ? � holds if�L <

� < �H : Case (a) does not exist because� � �L implies
p
(RN)2 + �RN � 0;

a contradiction. For Case (b),� � �H impliesRN(1� 2") � 2"�: If 1 � 2",
� � �H (i.e., @w

S
R

@RS
> 0) holds, and if1 > 2"; � � �H holds whenRN � 2"�

1�2" :

Case (c) corresponds to1 > 2" andRN > 2"�
1�2" : To summarize, when1 � 2";

the configuration is upward sloping, and when1 > 2"; it is upward sloping for
RN � 2"�

1�2" and inverted U-shaped forRN > 2"�
1�2" :

E. Formal derivation of the steady-state resource constraints

In the coexistence case, taking into account the free entry conditionc = d,

combining (5) and (12) into a single expression results in_nC

n
= �"

�
RN � _nN

n

�
:

This is the steady-state factor constraint for the North. Since0 <  < 1; the
slope of lineN in Figure 4 is less than�1: Next, using equations (5), (12), (13)
andc = d; _nC

n
= GRSn̂C can be derived. This implies that_n

C

n
= GRS�RN

1�" in

the steady state, sincen� = GRS�RN
GRS(1�e) . By rewriting the Northern constraint as

RN = " _n
C

n
+ _nN

n
and incorporating this expression into_n

C

n
= GRS�RN

1�" ;we obtain

an equation forS: the line _nC

n
= GRS � _nN

n
, whose slope is�1:
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Figure 1: Phase diagrams for the rate of North-South collaboration
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Figure 2: Resources and production possibilities (the Rybczynski effect)
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Figure 3: The long-run effects on wages of increases in research factor endowments
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Figure 4: An explanation of the inverted U: the demand and supply for Southern researchers
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Figure 5: Changes of transitional trajectories 
in the coexistence case of global and local R&D
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